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ABSTRACT

fa
-• This report describes the results of a program

to develop an explosive gun capable of launching
large saboted models to reentry velocities. A
secondary objective was to accelerate small projec- I
tiles to the highest possible velocity. Saboted
lithium-magnesium models up to 4.5-inch diameter
have been launched successfully to 4.8 km/sec. At- I
tempts to accelerate 6-inch-diameter and 7.3-inch-
diameter models have not been completely successful.
A new velocity-mass record was achieved by accelera-
ting a 2-gram cylindrical projectile to 12.2 km/sec.
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FOREWORD

This report summazizes the development of an
explosive gun from September 1964 to November
1969, and traces the evolution of the explosive
driver and explosive gun parameters. The pro-
gram was funded by the Ballistic Research
Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
under Contract No. DA-04-200-AMC-796(X).
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SECTION 1
A

INTRODUCTION

Inexpensive methods of simuiting reentry phenomena in ground-

based facilities are very desirable alternatives to extensive and

costly in-flight testing. In the past, hypervelocity range facili-

ties have provided significant data; however, these facilities are

presently limited to launching models with diameters of 2 inches or

less. Extrapolation of data (generated in these facilities) to

full-size reentry vehicles depends on inadequate scaling laws. The

explosive gun concept described in this report can be used to in-

expensively launch 6-inch to 8-inch diameter models to reentry
velocities. Coupled to a range facility, these guns could be used

to generate data for reentry vehicles having dimensions which more

nearly approach those of an actual vehicle. The usefulness of this

data, which would include close observation of the model for

several thousand body diameters of flight, would not be as depen-

dent on scaling laws.

Section 2 describes the early experiments with explosive guns

and the attempt to launch a 6-inch-diameter plastic cylinder to

6 km/sec. Section 3 summarizes the investigation and solution of the

projectile integrity problem, and the subsequent studies resulting in

the successful launch of a 3-inch-diameter sphere to 4.8 km/sec.
Section 4 includes a discussion of the problem of explosive decompo-

sition in large drivers and the gun design moaifications that were

required to launch slender cones to 5.5 km/sec. 3ection 5 presents

l1
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SECTION 2

EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPLOSIVELY- DRIVEN GUN AND
LAUNCHING OF A 6.25- INCH-DIAMETER CYLINDER TO 6.0 KM/SEC

This section presents the initial development of the gas-

dynamic cycle of an explosively-driven gun to launch large models
to reentry velocities. These investigations were conducted to

establish explosive driver parameters such as initial gas pressure,
charge-to-mass ratio, and length-to-diameter ratio, and the basic

gun parameters such as chambrage ratios and gas mass-to-projectile
mass ratios. Several projectile materials were studied for various

launch cycles. The reproducibility and scalability of explosively-
driven guns were demonstrated experimentally over a wide range of
sizes. The experimental methods and instrumentation techniques

developed for large-scale gun tests are described.

2.1 THEORY AND OPERATION OF THE EXPLOSIVELY-DRIVEN GUN

The linear explosive driver represents a technique whereby a
substantial portion of the chemical energy of an explosive is

converted in a controlled manner to the kinetic and internal energy
of a gas. Basically, the energy densities in the gas are produced

by a strong shock generated by the progressive collapse of a tube.
The collapse of the tube is such that it may be represented as a

piston propagating into a gas. The model used to describe the

ideal operation of the driver is quite similar to that used to
explain the basic discontinuous motion produced by a piston in

one-dimensional gasdynamics.

3
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II
the experiment ujed to verify the solution to the pre-initiation

pr-oblem followed by a description of the ALPHA-I experiment to

launch a 6-inch-diameter slender cone to reentry velocity. Con-

clusions and reccrmendations are made in Section 6. A secondary

objective of this program was to further the development of a

two-stage explosively-driven gun to accelerate small projectiles

to extremely high velocities. The results of this effort are

given in Appendix A. A hypervelocity range facility for large

explosive guns is described in Appendix B.

-N -
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0.The operational char~cteristics of the linear explosive

driver are s-hown in Figure 2.1. A thin-walled metal tube (the

pressure tube) containing the driver gas is surrounded by a
S~chemical explosive. After a detonation is initiated in the

explosive, a detonation wave propagates in the explosive along

the outside of the metal tube. The pressure behind the detonation

wave accelerates the tube wall in toward the axis, sealing the

tube and forming a conical-shaped piston (Figure 2.1b). The

ve?.ocity of the piston, D, is equal to the detonation velocity

, of the explosive. The -)tion of this piston generates a strong

S~shock wave in the stationary column of the driver gas. if the

gas behaves ideally (i.e., the ratio of the specific heats, y, of

the gas is constant), then the velocity of the shock wave, S, is
(y + 1) D/2. The position-time histories of the piston and shock

wave are shown in Figure 2.1c for an ideal driver gas (t = 5/3).

These trajectories are presented in the dimensionless coordinates

an Dt

ScWhemical e o e te distance and time after the shock wave
begins to move ahead of the detonation wave, d is the internal
thdiameter of the pressure tube, and D is the detonation velocity

of the explosive. The usbe al in coordinates facilities the

comparison of drivers having pressure tubes of different dimen-
sions or utilizing explosives with different detonation velocities.

oIt should be noted that in this coordinate system all slopes are
normalized wi t e tonrhe detonation velocity of the

gexplosive. For example, in Figure 2.1c the trajectory of the

detonation wave has a slope of unity, while thate shock wave sh

wave has a slope of four-thirds

S= and+I D

Wa rd a t

(Y
f2

(4

beist oeaedo h eonto ae steitra

dimtro h r(suetbadDi hedtrainvlct

of the eplosive. The use f thesecoordinaes facilties th
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Figure 2.1 Ideal operation of the linear explosive driver.
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The thermodynamic state of the shocked gas (subscripts ?.) is

described by the following relations:

+ 1 2
Pressure: P1 Po 2 D

1 P1 D2
Specific internal energy: E1  + 1 1 2

Density: P - + 1I - 1 0

Sound speed: al Y (1 1) D2
1 2

where p0 is the initial density of the unshocked gas. These

relations assume that the initial pressure, Po, and internal

energy, Eo, in the unshocked gas are quite small compared to

the corresponding quantities in the shocked gas. It is noted

that for a given ideal gas the magnitude of each of these

properties, except density, is a function only of the piston

velocity (detonation velocity).

The performance of linear explosive drivers has been de-

monstrated over a wide range of experimental parameters. Internal

diameters of pressure tubes made of capper, steel, lead, and

aluminum have ranged from 1/4-inch to 16-inches; high-explosive

weight has ranged from 27 grams to 9200 pounds; the explosive-to-

pressure tube mass ratio has been varied from 0.5 to 10; driver

gases have included helium, air, argon, and hydrogen; the initial

pressure of the driver has been varied from 15 to 2450 psi;

and the detonation velocities of the explosives used (liquid

and solid) have ranged between 5.5 km/sec and 8.6 km/sec. While
some of these tests have been one of a kind, the majority were

essential to comprehensive experimental studies of a particular

explosive driver design.

6
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Although many of the drivers perform close to the ideal pre-

dictions, certain departures may occur. Four phenomena have been

incorporated in a model of explosive driver operation to account

for observed departures from the ideal driver performance described

above. They are: (1) radial expansion of the pressure tube

behind the shock waie; (2) decompcsition or predetonation of the

driver explosive during the period of pressure tube expansion;

(3) the effect of boundary-layer growth behind the shock wave;

and (4) formation of a metal, gas, or metal-gas jet by the
collapsing pressure tube. These phenomena are interrela:;ed through

the kinetics produced by the imploding pressure tube. Their

interdependence is such that changes in driver behavior resulting

from certain experimental parameter changes cannot De attributed
solely to a particular phenomenon. However, the ability of the
model to explain, predict, and control the behavior of explosive

drivers iustifies the categorization of these phenomena. A
detailed discussion of these four phenomena is presented in
References 1 through 5.

The explosive driver is coupled to the barrel of the gun

by a massive steel reservoir section. Materials used to form

the reservoir section during the course of launcher development

included lead, steel, concrete, and explosive . Guns have been

operated on both the chambraged or unchambraged mode. When the

strong shock generated by the explosive driver reaches the

chambrage plane (or projectile location in an unchambraged gun)

it reflects and forms a reservoir of very high enthalpy gas. The

reservoir of gas is then expanded to accelerate the proje:•tile,

as illustrated in the example of a chambraged gun in Figure 2.2.

L7
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Li

Nitromethane

Detonator drive a

Tamped linear explosive driver

a. Initial configuration

Detonation wave shok ve

Constant-yve loci ty~
virtual piston-..-- %

Shocked helium
b. Linear driver operation

Projectile accelerates and
driver gas expands

Reflected shock and---
detonation about to meet Reflected shock pressure

causes reservoir to expand
c. Projectile accelerates

Reservoir begins to break up -..-

d. Model launched

Figure 2.2 Operation of a single-stage explosively-driven
launcher.o'
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For launcher applications, the length of shocked gas generated

by the explosive driver is usually limited to less than 10 tube

diameters to preclude major effects of boundary-layer growth or

pressure tube expansion. Jetting of the collapsing pressure tube
that forms the piston is usually negligible in launcher applica-

tions because of the high gas pressures (2 to 5 kbar).

Using the ideal theory 'or reflection of a strong shock from

a rigid wall, the gasdynamic conditions in the reservoir may be

calculated. The pressure and sound speed, for example, are found

from the relations

= y + 1 +2 P 3y - 1 y - 1 l
P 4 y - + 2 - 1 2 PlD

a 4  - (3y - 1)(y - 1) D
42

Because of the high pressures generated in the reservoir section

(guns have been operated with peak reservoir pressures up to 80

kbar), expansion of the reservoir material during the gun cycle

has an important limiting effect on the performance of the gun.

This effect is covered extensively in subsequent sections of

this report.

2.2 CHOICE OF BASIC GUN PARAMETERS

The firft series cf explosive guns tested under this program

were unchambraged designs (pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio of

1:1) with one of two diaphragm methods. In some of the guns a

diaphragm was located about halfway down the pressure tube so that

the shocked helium driver gas would expand into a void and the

pressure history on the rear of the projectile would be accomplished

by a steep compression wave and would be relatively gradual. In

9
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o•,.r gus, the= projectile Served as the diaphragm and
the projectile was loaded abruptly by the direct reflection of

a strong shock wave on the base of the projectile.

In the first series of guns the explosive drivers and

barrels were relatively short and the initial gas pr,..sures

were high (around 2400 psi helium). The gas mass-to-projectile

mass ratios ranged from 1 to 2.

When lexan was used aq the projectile material, the models

were badly fragmented. Nylon projectiles were usually launched

intrct, but somewhat distorted as a result of peak base pressures

ranging as high as 80 kbar. The best combination of performance
and projectile? integrity was obtained by lowering the initial

gas pressure to 1200 psi helium in a gun with a diaphragm located

halfway down the pressure tube. A range radiograph from this

experiment of the projectile in flight at 4.5 km/sec is shown in

Figure 2.3. An intermediate-scale (260-gram nylon projectile)

Li A

Direction of flight
(Range atmosphere is air at 1 atm)

Figure 2 Range radiograph of a 4.2-gram projectile launched

to 4.6 km/sec (Shot 152-18).

10
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gun was built and fired based on this experiment. However, the

barrel of the intermediate-scale gun was formed by a thin steel

tube surrounded by a thick layer of concrete. At the time this

was not considered a design compromise and, if successful, would

have resulted in a substantial cost saving in large-scale guns.

However, the experiment was unsuccessful due to severe projectile

damage. The final velocity was only 2 kni/sec. Subsequent small-

scale tests (Reference 6) demonstrated that the concrete/steel

barrel construction was responsible for the failure.

On the basis of successes obtained in another exnlosive gun

program (NASA Contract No. NAS W-978), the design of the gun was

modified to include a 4:1 area reduction between the pressure

tube and barrel (chambraged gun). In this design the explosive

driver and barrel lengths were increased and the initial gas

pressures were further lowered to 645 psi. The gas mass-to-

projectile mass ratio for this design increased to 2 as a result

of these changes. Polyethylene was substituted for nylon as the
projectile material because of its lower density, and the technique

of gradually loading the projectile by a :ompression wave was

abandoned in favor of the more reliable direct shock loading

method. Polyethylene projectiles were now launched consistently

to 6 km/sec with minimal distortion.

Another intermediate scale (101-gram polyetheylene projectile)

gun was tested based on the success of the small-scale chambraged

gun design. The projectile was accelerated intact to 5.65 km/sec,

and recorded by the range radiograph and high-speed framing camera

(Figure 2.4). The small decrease in velocity compared to the small-

scale experiment is probably a result of not scaling exactly the

pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio. The ratio was about 10 percent

in the intermediate-scale experiment.

r4.
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zi

Figure 2.4 Range radiograph of a 102-gram projectile launched
to 5.75 km/sec (Shot 152-101).

After the intermediate-scale gun experiment, an attempt was

made to further optimize the performance of this design before

scaling the gun to launch a 6-inch diameter projectile. The

results of this investigation revealed that slightly higher

performance was possible with a longer barrel, and that the

existence of scratches and pits on the internal surface of the

barrel would not adversely affect projectile integrity or the

performance of the gun (Reference 4}.

2.3 LARGE GUN EXPERIMENT (SHOT 1000)

The design of the large-scale gun was based on the results
of the successful intermediate-scale experiment (Shot 101) and

subsequent small-scale optimization tests. The large-scale gun

was a chambraged gun with a pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio of

C 12
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4:1 and a driver gas mass-to-projectile mass ratio of 2:1. The

6.25-inch-diameter, high-density polyethelene projectile weighed

2.36 kg and the barrel was 13.5 feet long. Because of availability

and scheduling considerations, the barrel was fa 1 .ricated from a
salvaged propeller shaft section and was only three-quarters of the
desired length. The gun contained 3200 poiinds of nitromethane

high explosive.

In all of the small- and intermediate-scale guns leading
up to this test, the projectiles were seated in the breech by
tapering the projectile and forcing it into the barrel. With

this method, the projectile would not move under the initial gas

loading pressiures of 645 psi, but would accelerate properly under

the pressures of many kilobars developed during the operation of
the gun. In most of these shots 3- or 4-degree tapers were
sufficient to seat the projectile; tapers up to 5-degrees had

been tried successfully. Since the viscous properties of the

projectile do not scale, the large-scale projectile required a

7-degree taper to prevent premature extrusion out of the barrel.

The assembled gun (Figure 2.5) was brought to the Physics

International Tracy Test Site, and placed concentrically inside

an 8-foot culvert pipe, 8 feet beloq the surface of the ground.
The entire shot was covered with sand to a minimum depth of 4 feet

to attenuate the coupling of the explosive blast into the air and
to reduce the shrapnel hazard. The "cover factor," or apparent

reduction in explosive weight (calculated from the work of

B. Perkins, Jr. at the Ballistic Research Laboratory, Reference 7),

was 3-1/2 and was se-en 4-1/2 miles from the explosion. That is,

the 3200 pounds of nitromethane buried to a depth of 4 feet would

appear as a 530-pound surface explosion. This calculation is

valid fer a spherical charge and overestimates the effect of a

long cylindrical charge such as the explosive gun.

13
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Figure 2.5 Six-inch bore explosive gun arriving at .ie Tracy
Test Site (Shot 1000).

The explosive driver was instrumented with pin switches to

measure the shock and detonation wave trajectories. High-speed

framing cameras and a 600-kV Marx X-ray unit were used to record

the projectile velocity and condition. A 400 frame/sec Milliken

camera was placed on a nearby hill to obtain an overview of the

test.

The Seismographic Department of the University of California,

Berkeley, was given a zero-time pulse to monitor ground shock

transit times from the explosion. The Meteorological Department

of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratories monitored overpressures
with microbarographs located 4-1/2 and 6 miles from the explosion,

directly in line and at 90 degrees from the muzzle of the gun.

CO
01 S~14



The projectile was launched to a velocity in excess of 6 km/

sec; however, it was badly damaged. It was felt that the large

projectile taper required to seat the projectile was responsible

for the breakup, probably because of the radially convergent

stress pulse sent into the polyethylene as the projectile was

extruded into the gun barrel. Pin switch data on the driver

indicated that the trajectory of the driver shock was normal.

No data was recorded on the detonation wave trajectory. With

-the available data and inspection of the recovered portion of the

driver, it was concluded that driver operation was normal. The

f observed performance of the gun is shown in the x-t plane

- (Figure 2.6).

Both microbarograph stations located 4-1/2 miles from the

shot recorded 75 microbars; no overpressure was observed in the

town of Tracy, six miles away. The normal expected overpressure

at the 4-1/2 mile stations, if located at the point of pressure

focusing, would be around 800 microbars for a 500-pound spherical

charge detonated on the surface. From this it was concluded that

the calculated cover factor could possibly be increased from 6

to 80 without causing overpressure disturbances to surrounding

communities. That is, a 3200-pound explosive charge such as that

used in the large gun experiment would be equivalent to a 40-pound

sphere detonated on the surface. The post-shot condition of the

firing area is shown in Figure 2.7.

iiI
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Figure 2.7 Crater formed by Shot 1000 (target stand is in the
foreground).

2.4 SUMMARY

The results of the first large-scale gun experiment demon-

strated the basic feasibility of using large-scale explosively-
driven guns to accelerate models to reentry velocities. A 2.36-kg,

6.25-inch-diameter polyetheylene cylinder was accelerated to

6 km/sec. Fragmentation of the model was probably not caused by
the basic operation of the gun, but by the particular method used
to seat the projectile in the barrel prior to launch. The operation

of the explosive driver appeared to scale over a considerable
range (1.5-inch-diameter to 12-inch-diameter), although the data

recorded on the 12-inch-diameter driver was limited to shock
trajectory measurements. Gun performance also scaled reasonably
well over this range of size, and the performance of the givea

i17
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gun design was shown to be quite reproducible. A chambraqed gun
geometry with direct shock loading of a polyetheylene or nylon

projectile appeared to be the best configuration for optimizing
projectile velocity and integrity. The problem of the airblast

and shrapnel hazards in large-scale guns appeared to be solved by
using a culvert for decoupling and a reasonable amount of sand

covering.

Areas rentaining to be investigated were the projectile

intearity problem and the task of upgrading the performance of

the gun to launch more complex and massive projectiles for a

given barrel bore size. In order for the gun to be useful in

reentry research, the 2/3-caliber-long cylindrical models would
have to be replaced by up to 1-1/2- to 2-caliber-long saboted

sphere and cone configurations with no loss in final projectile

velocity. The solutions to these problems are discussed in sub-

sequent sections.

18
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SECTION 3
LAUNCHING OF A 3-INCH-DIAMETER SPHERE TO 4.8 KM/SEC

This section describes the analytical and experimental efforts

leading to the design of an explosively-driven gun capable of

launching saboted models. In particular, projectil. integrity was

significantly improved by using advanced time-dependent computer

programs and a new aerospace metal alloy. Reproducibility, range

accuracy and scalability of the gun design were confirmed. Con-

tinued experiments and analysis revealed several nonideal phenomena

affecting the operation of explosive drivers. Small-scale spheres

and cones were launched to 5.0 km/sec. The gun was then scaled-up

and used to successfully launch a 3-inch-diameter sphere to 4.8 km/

sec from a 4.5-inch sabot.

3.1 PROJECTILE INTEGRITY

I iThe previous section demonstrated the basic feasibility of

using an explosive driver to launch large cylindrical models to

6 km/sec. It was recognized, however, that as the models became

more complex, the performance of the launchers would be largely

limited by the ability of keeping the model intact during its

acceleration. Although the importance of the gasdynamic cycle of

a launcher has been widely acknowledged, the correlation of this

cycle with projectile integrity had never been treated in a com-

prehensive manner. Since one of the distinctire advantages of

explosively-driven launchers is the precise and reproducible

control that can be exercised over the gasdynamic cycle, an exten-

sive analytical program was conducted in conjunction with the

19
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experimental efforts to _rrelate the gasdynamic cycle with the

detailed respcn.oe of specific model configurations (References 1

and 8). Using advanced computer techniques, this analytical study

resulted in considerable progress in this much neglected area of

gun design. For instance, it was shown that the peak pressures

(or accelerations) that a given model can withstand are strongly

dependent on the nature of the wave interactions occurring within

the projectile. It was also shown that very high pressures are

permissible if the gaedynamic cycle and the dynamic rcsponse of

the barrel material are properly integra4-ed with the projectile

design. Indeed, a study of the detailed wave systems generated

in the projectile during launch resulted in the establishment of

guidelines which led directly to improvement in the condition of

the models launched by explosively-driven guns.

This approach to projectile design was based on simulating

the interaction of the driver gas, projectile, and walls of the

•u•n on one- and twu-dimensional computer programs. It then be-

came possible to observe the wave systems that were generated in

the driver gas as they interacted at the projectile and barrel

interfaces and propagated into the projectile and barrel materials.

By examining on the computer the results of typical launcher

problems, any des ructive wave systems generated in the projectile

could be traced back to their origin in the gasdynamic cycle or

the sp--ific geometry of the gun. The destructive wave system

could then be aitered or eliminated by design changes in the

*The progranr• used are one- and two-dimensional, time-dependent
""iagrangian and coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian codes. These codes
solve the conservation and con,-titutive relations in hydrodynamic
-ind elastic-plastic media, employing the Von Neumann-Richtmeyer
artificial viscosity method Lo handle shock discontinuities.
These codes describe the dynamic and thermodynaramic properties of
material as a function of position and time. In addition, they
aLluw the localized stress, strain, and distortional energy to be
evaluated.

20
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geometry and/or gasdynamic cycle of the gun. The impracticality

of a given launcher design, or at least potential problem areas

for model integrity and defo.trmation, could be ascertained. This

approach, while pertinent to any light-gas-gun cycle, has given

valuable insights into the more frequnt causes of model breakup
f which occur in explosively-driven gas guns.

The projectile in an explosively-driven gun is usually set

in motion by reflecting a strong shock from the base of the pro-

jectile. The projectile is then accelerated by a repetitive

internal wave system of strong downstream-running shock waves and

upstream-running rarefaction waves. For the simplest case of a

one-dimensional gun, this accelerating wave system is shown in

Figure 3.la.

When a material is put into severe net tension in a time

comparable to that required for a sound wave to traverse the

specimen, a fracture process known as spalling will arise. Spall-

ing may occur in a projectile if a strong rarefaction wave produced

in the driver gas (e.g., by stopping the piston driving the reser-

voir gas) propagates downstream, overtakes the accelerating

projectile and interacts with an upstream-running rarefaction

within the projectile (Figure 3.1b). Spall fracture can also be

caused by the presence of pressure spikes in the driver gas.

Large pressure spikes can cause the projectile to spall even after

the acceleration is essentially complete; thus projectile failure

can be caused at any point in the barrel.

A two-dimensional calculation of the shock acceleration of a

nylon projectile in an unchambered gun (Figure 3.1c) revealed that

A pressure profile in which a strong shock is immediately fol-
lowed by a strong rarefaction.

21
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the wave systems generated in the driver gas and in the projectile

are essentially one-dimensional. There is a small amount of energy

transfer between the projectile and the barrel during each wave

transit in the projectile, but this has an insignificant effect on

the condition of the projectile.

In a chambered gun (Figure 3.2) large radial stress waves

will develop if the shoii:k velocity in the barrel material is

higher than that in the projectile material. If, in addition, the

yield s•ength of the barrel is much higher than the yield strength
of the ojectile, the radially converging shock will be followed

by a radially converging rarefaction. The formation of large

radial shocks or pressure pulses can lead tc fracture in the pro-

jectile and ultimately result in breakup of the projectile. For

large area ratios at the chamnrage plane, the axial plastic wave

in the barrel can propagate ahead of the projectile and cause

significant distortion of the barrel ahead of the accelerating

projectile. For rapidly accelerating projectiles, the complex

flow through the area discontinuity can result in an unequal

distribution of pressure on the base of the projectile. Large

radial variations in pressure across its base can cause destructive

shear waves to propagate through the projectile. The strong two-

dimensional nature of the gas flow through an area change is

illustrated in Figure 3.3 for the limiting case when the projectile

mass approaches zero.

Several examples of distorted and fragmented projectiles

launched by explosively-driven guns are shown in Figure 3.4. Most

of the failures can be attributed to improper integration of the

gasdynamic cycle with the projectile configuration; only small

design changes are usually required to eliminate these. As pro-

jectile configurations become more complex, this computer technique

becomes a powerful research tool. A detailed discussion of this

technique applied to the pxojectile integrity problem is given in

Reference 8.
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---Initial
Iconfiguration t=45~ie

1* /
4kb 620 psi HeliumI Shock Wave

0.64 cm/~ie

4.0 sec t 6.5 ipsec
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Presue kb~J-2 [a 3-4 [M4-(; ED8-l0I 2-14fll4-l6F 6-8

10-12

Figure 3.3 Interaction of a shock wave with an area
discontinuity showing isobaric regions at
various ti4mes.
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3.2 SMALL-SCALE DRIVER AND GUN DEVELOPMENT TESTS

Experiments were conducted that demonstrated four observed

departures from ideal explosive driver operation. These phenomena

are (1) formation of a metal, gas, or metal-gas jet by the collaps-

ing pressure tube; (2) radial expansion of the pressure tube behind

the shock wave prior to the arrival of the detonation wave

(piston); (3) decomposition or pre-detonation of the driver ex-

plosive during the period of pressure tube expansion; and (4) the

growth of a boundary layer behind the shock wave and its inter-

action with the piston formation or collapse process.

Jetting phenomena, while nearly always present, are generally

not a major problem except in low-pressure drivers (initial gas

pressures of a few atmospheres). Radial expansion is always a

factor in the high-pressure drivers used in launcher work; however,

it can be controlled by surrounding the explosive with a thick-
vailed steel tube (often referred to as a tamper) which is used

to elastically or inertially restrict radial expansion of the

pressure tube within acceptable levels. This, of course, will

enhance compression of the driver explosive prior to the arrival

of the detonation wave. In large-scale drivers or drivers with

sensitized explosive this can result in decomposition or pre-

detonation of the explosive. Also, in long drivers (length-to-
diameter ratio of over 50), the flux of boundary-layer gases built

up behind the shock impinges on the explosively formed piston,

alters the momentum balance of the collapse process, and eventually
results in a leakage of boundary-layer gases through the collapse
region. This phenomena ultimately limits the length of shocked

gas that can be generated by an explosive driver, in practice, to

about 20 tube diameters of shocked gas.

27
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The detailed observed performance of an early driver design

demonstrates these phenomena. The driver was made very long in

an attempt to generate a long column of shocked gas. The explosive

was surrounded by a thick-walled steel tube to control radial ex-

pansion. The observed performance shown in the x-t plane (Figure

3.5) reveals both a shock and detonation wave speedup. This was

subsequently attributed to predetonation of the sensitized driver

explosive. When the same driver was operated with unsensitized

explosive, the detonation trajectory was normal and the shock

velocity, although starting out normally, eventually decayed to

a velocity equal to the detonation velocity (Figure 3.6). This

was caused by a combination of radial expansion and boundary-layer

gas leakage. In both driver experiments the initial shock trajec-

tory is overdriven, due in part to the formation of a metal and

gas jet generated during the start-up process. A comprehensive
analytical and experimental discussion of observed driver perfor-

mance can be found in References 2, 3, and 5.

During this period, the attention of small-scale gun exper:-

ments was focused almost exclusively on the breech area of the gun

and the projectile itself. In two experiments a nylon cylinder

and saboted sphere were launched to 5.0 km/sec, but were fragmen-

ted. Both models were located at the area change of a chambered

gun and both were exposed to peak base pressures of nearly 40 kbar.

The mechanism of failure was attributed to the impedance and

strength mismatch of the projectile and barrel materials, as dis-

cussed in the section on projectile integrity. A new projectile

material, lithium-magnesium LAI41A, was then substil-uted because

ot its higher strength and shock impedance. This new aerospace
metal has a density of 1.38 g/c3 and mechanical properties ap-

proaching those of aluminum. Because of the high longitudinal

sound velocity of LAI41A (- 6 km/sec, or about that of steel),

28
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the failure mechanism present in the case of nylon projectiles

was ineffective. The superiority of LA141A as a projectile

material is demonstrated in the range radiographs of a nylon and

LA141A projectile launched by the same gun designs and exposed

to the same peak base pressures (Figure 3.7).

1.27 cm

a. Lithium-magnesium (829) b. Nylon (6.99)
Velocity = 4.36 km/sec Velocity = 5.05 km/sec

Figure 3.7 Range radiographs of lithium-magnesium and
nylon projectiles launched from the same
explosively-driven gun design.

Several saboted sphere models made from LA141A were then

launched in an attempt to increase the projectile velocity and

reduce model distortion. It was found that model distortion

could be reduced by initially placing the projectile two body-

diameters downstream of the area change. rhe flow of gas through

the area change and subsequent non-uniform radial distribution of

the pressure loading on the base of the model was found to be quite

important in reducing model distortion and was studied extensively

*1 •31
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(see Figure 3.3). in order to optimize performan-e, the length

of the projectiles was shortened somewhat so that the length-to-

diameter ratio of the model was 0.9. Examples of saboted spheres

and cones launched to 5.0 km/sec during this phase of the program

are shown in the range radiograph of Figure 3.8.

The reproducibility and range accuracy of the explosive gun

was demonstrated in a trilogy experiment (Figure 3.9). Three

identical guns were fired simultaneously, and the results indicated

that the performance of all three drivers was nearly identical.

The spheres were all launched in good condition (Figure 3.10) to

5.07 ± 0.06 km/sec and the off-axis trajectory dispersion upon

impact at the target was within 0 8

Other experiments were carried out to optimize barrel length

and reservoir length in preparation for a large-scale gun experi-

ment. These tests are reported in more detail in Reference 1.

Attempts were made to accurately calculate the gasdynamic cycle of

this gun design. These calculations were carried out using a one-

dimensional Lagrangian code which could sim-ulate area changes

using the one-dimensional stream tube approximation. This code

was later modified to include radial motion of the inner walls of

the gun. These calculations were accurate to the degree that

they could simulate the manner in which the reservoir walls yielded

and expanded during the launch cycle and to the degree they could

simulate the stopping process of the explosively-formed piston.

3.3 LAUNrHING OF A 3-INCH-DIAMETER SPHERE (SHOT 450)

A large explosive gun experiment was planned based on the

design of the gun used in the trilogy experiment. The dimensions
of the large gun were six times larger than the small-scale design.

32
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o.t

Ah A

87 cm from muzzle 28 cm from muzzle

a. Sphere 5.03 km/sec

1. 27 c:?

~-0 AA A

45 cm from muzzle 90 cm from muzzle

b. Cone at 5.18 km/sec
CO Figure 3.8 Radiographa of lithium-magnesium sphere and
O cone launched by explosively-driven gun.
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SExperimental results
•t" • / Impa(.-t {

Sphere Mass Distance Off
•" 152-SI 2C Velocity ;Sabot/Sphere Sphere' Axis at 24 feet

Sho_ (km/sec). ___.ir -c1)

SIZA 5.01 6.25 1.5 1.3

512B 5.07 o.25 1,5 1.7

Si2C 5.13 6.Z5 1.5 0.4

!'t;ure 3.9 Experimental configuration usel in the trilogy re-
producil'ility and range accuracy experiment.
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Direction ----- NOT REPRODUCIBLE

AN

Before Sabot Stripp'.r 1 . 2 7 cm AtrSbtSrpe

Note: Range atmnosphere is air at 1 atmospbere.

Fi1gure 3.10 Radic,.-raphs of sabots and sphe':es launched from

-~identical gunis in Lne t-rilogy experirn:2nt.
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The gun was chambraged with a pressure tube-to-barrel area rati-

of 3.17. This ij only 85 percent of the corresponding ratio used

in the small-scale experiments and was dictated by the limited

choice of large commercial tubing. The driver gas-to-projectile

mass ratio of the large gun was approximately 1.2; the 4.5-inch-

diameter LA141A sabot and sphere weighed 1346 grams. The 3-inch-

diameter sphere contained in the sabot weighed 346-grams. The

barrel of tho 1L1uncher was 15 feet long and the 18.5-foot-long

driver contained .'200 pounds of nitromethane, The schematic lay-

out of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 3.11.

The explosive driver was instrumented with piezoelectric and

cor tact pins tc monitcr the shock wave trajectory and ionization

pins to monitoA- the detonation wave (piston) trajectory. The

condition and velocity of the sphere in free-flight were deter-

mined by two high-intensity, 600-kV Marx X-ray units. High-speed

framing and streaking cameras were used to measure projectile

velocity.

As shown in the range radiograph (Figure 3.12), the model

was accelerated to 4.8 km/sec in excellent condition. The velocity

was slightly lower than the anticipated 5.0 km/sec, probably be-

cause the pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio and reservoir thick-

ness were not precisely scaled due to the limited selection of

available large commercial tubing. The sphere was in excellent

condition and only slightly elliptical (major to minor diameter

ratio of 1.08) after launch. rart of this eccentricity can be

attributed to ablation during flight down the range of atmospheric

air. The sabot pieces separated properly in less than 16 feet,

and the sphere impacted less than 6 inches from the center of the

target, 232 feet downstream of the muzzle.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

,•" -T

S~3 in.

Figure 3.12 Range radiograph of sabot and 3-inch-diameter
magnesium-lithium sphere launched to 4.8 km/sec
(Shot 450).
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2

The trajectories of the shock and detonation waves of the

small- and large-scale experiments are 5hown in Figure 3.1"a and

b, respectively. The pressure tube diameter of the small driver

was 1.37 inches, that of the large driver was 8 inct'es. The

scalability of this driver design is evident in Figure 3.13c.

This shows that in dimensionless coordinates the shock trajectories

of the drivers are nearly identical. The start-up or piston for-

mation, expressed as the time and distance required for the shock
wave to appear ahead of the detonation wave, also scales.

In terms of explosive weight, this experiment was only one-
third that of the first large-scale gun experiment (Shot 1000);

the logistics of this experiment were correspondingly less complex

than those of the first experiment.

3.4 SUM4ARY

The successful firing of the second large-scale launcher

demonstrated that explosively-driven guns could be used to launch

complex saboted models to velocities in the vicinity of 5 km/sec.

It also provided further evidence that the guns were scalable over

a wide range of projectile masses with little variation in perfor-

mance. The performance of this gun design was also shown to be

reproducible and the range accuracy of explosive guns was es-

tablished. During this phase of the program, insights were gained

into the problem of projectile integrity by raking use of advanced

computer techniques. Understanding of the detailed operation of

the explosive driver was increased substantially through various

experimental and analytical programs. The ability to calculate

and predict the performance of explosively-drive." guns was demon-

strated during this phase of the development. The -hoice of a

chambraged gun geometry was reaffirmed, especially with the

39
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emergence of the boundary-layer problem as a limit on the length

of shocked gas generated by the explosive driver.

The principal area remaining to be investigated determines

the gas-dynamic cycle required to launch slender cones since the

length-to-diameter ratio of the projectile would have to be in-

creased from 0.8 to about 1.66. The problem of decomposition of

the driver explosive in large-scale drivers had been uncovered,

but the full implications of this phenomenon were not yet realized.

During this period there was related progress made in another

area. A two-stage explosive gun had proved successful in launch-

ing small projectiles to velocities that were considerably higher

than reentry velocities. The two-stage gun design is basically a

single-stage gun modified by surrounding the gun barrel with an

explosive lens to form a second-stage piston. With the development

of the explosive lens a wide range of second-stage piston trajec-

tories, including a constant base pressure trajectory, became

possible. An outline of this is presented in Appendix A.
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SECTION 4

DETERMINATION OF THE GASDYNAMIC CYCLE TO LAUNCH
A 6-INCH-BASE-DIAMETER SLENDER CONE TO 5.5 KM!SEC

This section describes the analytical and experimental in-

vestigations of the driver start-up process, the pressure tube

expansion and the reservoir expansion. The purpose of these

studies was to determine the gasdynamic cycle of a gun to launch

slender c-nes to 5.5 km/sec. The problem of premature driver

explosive decomposition is addressed and the method of over-

coming this problem in large-scale explosive drivers is outlined.

4.1 INVESTIGATION OF DRIVER START-UP PROCESSES, PRESSURE TUBE
EXPANSION AND RESERVOIR EXPANSION

in an explosive driver the start-up process is defined as

the initial formation of the conical piston and the gasdynamics

leading to The emergence of the driver shock. The time and

distance in an x-t diagram at which the shock wave overtakes

- and passes the detonation wave are called the "breakout" coor-

dinates. The start-up process has a direct effect on driver

* design since the driver must be lengthened by the "breakout"

distance. Also, the emerging shock may be overdriven if the

start-up gasdynamics are sufficiently violent and the shock

-may require substantial distance to recover its steady-state

4i velocity.
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STo invcstigate start-up, several one-dimensional analytical

models of the start-up process were proposed and the resulting
start-up dynamics were calculated. Three start-up experiments

were then carried out to test the accuracy of the analytical

models. The simplest analytical model assumed the shock wave

origjinated at the instant the conical piston was first formed

and that it then moved at the ideal shock velocity. This model

is discussed fully in Reference 3; it predicts a breakout

distance of eight pressiire tube diameters for a typical explo-

sive driver design. However, this model does not conserve

mass and therefore implies that (1) two-thirds of the gas mass

is lost, (2) the density ratio behind the shock is three times

the compression cf a simple strong shock, or (3) that the density

is not uniform everywhere. Another analytical model that does

conserve mass was used to predict a breakout distance of 2.7

pressure tube diameters, or one-third of that predicted by the

first analytical model.

The start-up experiments that are described in References

3 and 9 revk..led the highly two-dimensional nature of the

start-up process, which is further complicated by the formation

of a small, trans-ient metallic jet. The breakout distance

observed in these experiments was about 4.3 pressure tube

diameters, a value intermediate to the.e predicted by the one-

dimensional analytical models.

Expansion of the pressure tube has been observed both

directly by means of high-intensity flash radiography (Figure 4.1)

and indirectly by its observed effect on the trajectory of the

drtver shock wave. Tn the design of drivers, especially high-

pressure drivers, it is important to prevent excessive pressure

tube .Žxpansi.)n that could result in rupture of the pressure tube
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and disruption of the operation of the driver. Also, in lac-ge-

scale drivers the pressure tube may be fanricated in welded

sections, and the design and placement of tbase welds require
an understanding of the expansion process ind a quanitative

measure of expansion rates. An analytical and experimental
investicgation of this phenomenon is described in Reference 3.

It was found that pressure tube expansion could be best

calculated by employing the Physics International one-dimen-

sional Lagrangian code, POD, in cylindrical geometry, assuming
that the driver gas pressure remains constant (Figure 4.2).

This method accounts for the wave nature of the expansion
process (the expansion rates are comparable to the material

sound velocities) and can quantitatively evaluate the effect of

thick-walled, explosive-containing tubes to elastically or

inertially control the rate of expansion, For design purposes,

the driver parameters are chosen to keep pressure tube expansion
below 30 percent. Experiments have shown that no rupture occurs

below these expansions for the driver designs used in most

launchers.

The reservoir section of an explosively-driven gun is usually

made from a thick-walled steel or lead cylinder. Since the

moving column of gas generated by the driver is brought to rest

in the reservoir by the reflection of a strong shock, the

reservoir must contain the full stagnation pressure of the gas.

These pressures are typically an order of magnitude greater than

the strength of the reservoir material. Therefore, it is

inevitable that the inner reservoir walls expand and the rate

of expansion has a major limiting effect on the performance of

the gun. High-speed framing and streaking cameras have been

used to measure outer reservoir wal.i expansion durlhy Lhe critical

phases of the launch cycle (Figure 4.3) and these observations
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Figure 4.2 Radial-expansion his Lries fo=r ep -
driver (observed and calculated solutions
for a 4-kLar untamped driver).
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Location of chazibraged pl',ne

-:g /

Note: The 0.750-inch-diameter, 0.600-inch-
long projectile hAd accelerated for
59 psec when this picture was taken.

X-The projectile is in the barrel for
a total of 177 U sec.

Figure 4.3 High-speed framing camera record of reservoir
expansion (Shot 351-2).

have been correlated to inner wall expansion using the Physics

International one-dimensional Lagrangian code in cylindrical

geometry (Figure 4.4). These experiments and calculations are

especially important in the design of large-scale guns where

it is necessary to know how much reservoir material is really

effective in controlling expansion and whether other materials

such as lead or concrete would be suitable alternatives. For

instance, these studies have shown that for the high reservoir

pressures (20 to 40 kbar) used in most gun programi., lead- or
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steel are equally- suitable a;.d concrete is unacceptable. They
have also shown that inner wall expansions of up to 50 percent
can have an important effect on the final velocity of the
projectile and imply that any major rupture of the inner walls

during this period could seriouely affect gun performance.

Calculotions and experiments were also made to investigate
the use of explosives in controlling reservoir expansion. This
technique, referred to as dynamic confinement, is illustrated in
Figure 4.5 and discussed fully in Reference 3. It was found that
while the technique worked for guns in which the projectile
accelerated rapidly to velocities greater than the sound velocity
of the reservoir material, the concept was not workable in the
reentry gun, whose projectile velocity never exceeded the reservoir
material sound velocity. In this case, the transient stress wave
generated by the reservoir explosive could overtake and dam--ge the
projectile. This was confirmed experimentally (Reference 3).

4.2 SMALL-SCALE GUN EXPERIMENTS TO LAUNCH SLENDER CONES TO
5.3 -KM/SEC

Several experimentr were carried out to improve the perfor-
mance of the gun to launch slender cones to higher velocities.
The explosive driver was redesigned with the new design data on

start-up processes and pressure tube expansion to generate a
6.5 kbar driver shock by increasing the initial gas pressure to
920- psi. Nitromethane continued to be used as the driver
explosive because of its low cost and ease of handling.
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______7_ 

inward.

Figure- 4.5 -Schematic operation of a dynamic confine-
ment, technique to contain a high-pre3ssure
reservoir.
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In preliminary small-scale experinents lithium-magnesium

projectiles with a length-to-diameter ratio of I were accelerated

;o 6.3 km/sec, and the sabotad cones were launched in good

',ondition. Lead and steel reservoir designs were tested with

little variation in overall gun performance. An intermediate-

Srzale gun (145-gram projectile) was successfully fired (Figure

4.6). However, the velocity of 5.7 km/sec was slightly lower
than anticipated. The loss of performance was attributed to

imprecise scaling of the reservoir thickness and pressure tube-

to-barrel area ratio.

ratIn subsequent small-scale experiments the length-to-diameter
ratio of the projectile-was increased to 1.66; the launch velocity

observed in these tests was 5.5 km/sec. Several experiments were

carried out to evaluate the use of explosives to control reservoir

expansion, but this technique could not be made workable rence
3). The design of the cne and its sabot was optimized during

these exveriments. -Based on the guidelines set forth in the-
projectile integrity studies, the saboted model was constrained

to be a right-cirCular cylinder of oe ndstaht density. therefore,
optimizing the design Of the cone and-sabot- consisted-of trying-

to maximize the cone base diameter-to-sabot-diametter r~io while

minimizing distortion of the cone. It was found that cones with
base diameters up to 0.85 of the sabot or barrel bore diameter

Scould be launched successfuliv WLgure 4.7).

In some of these experiments, the design of the nozzle

coupling the reservoir to the bagrel was investigated. Normally,

the base of the projectile was initia'1y located two barrel

diameters downstream of the :.zzle inlet. Calculations of

the initial two-dimensional gas flow 'into the nozzle and

supporting ey riments suggested that the projectile could be
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Direction of flight

1.27 cm

Figure 4.6 Radiographs of a 2-inch-diameter cone launched
to 5.65 km/sec by an explosively-driven gun
(Shot 351-9).
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Note: The pusher plate has not boon separated

from the cone.

Figure 4,7 Range radiograph of a Gcalo model of the cone to
I be launched by the ALPIIA-I gun (Shot 351-19).

launched with leou overall deformation by placing the base of

the model three diamotero downntream of the nozzlo inlet. Thio

apparently small change in initial projectile location would

renult in a more uniform radio] distribution of prossurc during

the initial projectile acceleration when pressures were highest.

The rr.eultant •heao : streasruf in the projectile would be less and

the deformation of the projecti!.e would be reduced. This was

confirmed oxporimentnlly (PJfquro 4,3). There was, however, an
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I
Figure 4.8 Two-dimensional gasdynamics at an area change in

the breech section Of a gun with a 6-kbar driver.
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unexpected decrease in launch velocity which has never been
fully explained. Since the loss of performance (up to 25 percent)
more than cancelled the improvement in projectile condition, this
change was never incorporated and the initial position of the
base of the projectile remained at two barrel diameters downstream
of the nozzle inlet. Since most of the deformation of the
projectile was confined to the base plate of the sabot, this
was considered acceptable.

4.3 TEE PROBLEM OF PREMATURE DEYýPOSITION OF THE DRIVER EXOLOSIVE

During the period of pressure tube expansion in an explosive
driver the explosive is put through a rapid compression cycle.
If a thick-walled steel tube surrounding the explosive is used
to control expansion, then the pressures developed in the explo-
sive may exceed the driver gas pressure by nearly a factor of

two because of wave reflections from e surface of the outer
tube (Figure 4.9). For a 6-kbar driver, then, the explosive is

compressed to nearly 12-kbar prior to arrival of the programmed

detonation wave. In this environment the explosive may begin to
decompose or in some cases even pre-detoncte. Because this is

a nonscalable chemical process, the operation of large-scale
drivers could be seriously affected. Other investigations
(Reterence 10) have reported this phenomenon in nitromethane
exposed to pressures of 10 kbar for hundreds of usec. Our own
experience with large drivers (Reference 3) has suggested the
possibility of premature explosive decomposition; well-documented,
small-scale drivers usiig sensitized nitromethane have 'ctively
exhibited pre-detonation (Figure 3.5).
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Before designing, Luilding and testing a large-scale gun to

launch a slender cone to reentry velocity, an analyti-al and

experimental program was undertaken to determine whether the

problem of explosive decomposition would affect the performance

of a 16-inch-diameter, 6-kbar driver and, if so, how this

premature decomposition could be suppressed. A redesign of the

driver and gasdynamic cycle of the gun to circumvent the decom-
position problem was considered, but this approach was rejected

because of the cost, schedule, and technology limitations

(Reference 3).

Early analytical investigations found that, based on an

Arrhenius reaction-rate theory and extrpol . tC. dat I- at a ba ,

nitromethane below 20 kbar should not react significantly for

several hundred seconds. From out experiments and the limited

work of others to the contrary, it-Vas therefore concluded that a

new mechanism of initiation described in terms other than an
Arrhenius reaction theory was dominating the behavior of the

nitromethane. A number of possible alternative physical
mechanisms were proposed and all but one of these mechanisms

were rejected on the basis of analysis or experiments (Reference
3 and 4).

The one proposed mechanism that appeared to satisfy the

limited data was the adiabatic compression of minute gas-filled

bubbles to high temperatures and the subsequent initiation of

a reaction at the bubble surface. Isentropic compression of a
real air (Reference 11) results in a temperature of approximately
2700 X, well above the temperature necessary to ignite nitro-

methane in a few microseconds. Further analysis (Reference 4)
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of the thermochemical behavior of the nitromethane gas bubble

system lead to the conclusion that bubbles as small as 10 cm

could give rige to significant chemical reaction in a few

microseconds in the 10-kbar environment.

Bubbles of this size would be extremely difficult to remove

in a large-scale driver in the field, therefore a simple method
of overcoming the problem was sought. Since the decomposition

of nitromethane is still ultimately governed by the exponential

Arrhenius reaction rate, relatively small changes in the com-
pression ratio of the bubbles would result in an increase in

chemical induction times of several orders of magnitude. There-
fnrei the s'impost. solution seemed to be pre-pressurization of

the explosive to reduce the bubble compression ratio. The

effect of this on chemical induction time of the nitromethane

is shown in Figure 4.10 for a pre-pressurization of 40 atmo-

spheres or a reduction of the bubble compression ratio by a

factor of 40.

Experimentally, it would have been desirable to investigate

the problem in the environment generated by a large-scale

explosive driver. However, this approach was rejected becamse

of the excessive cost per experiment and the unknown number of

experiments that might be necessary to resolve the problem.

An inexpensive test chamber that would simulate the driver

explosive environment was then conceived and developed as an

alternate method of studying the pre-,initiation problem. The

design and performance of this chamber are described in detail

in Reference 3.
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Several attempts were made to measure long-term pressure

histories (10-20 kbar for hundreds of usec), but these attempts

met with limited success because of the difficulty in keeping

the diagnostics intact for long periods of time in such a hostile

environment. However, i•train gages mounted on the outside of
the chamber did indicate that both sensitized and unsensitized

nitromethane began to decompose over a period of several
hundred microseconds (Figure 4.11) and that the decomposition

could be suppressed by pre-pressurizing the explosive.

4.4 SUMMARY

The investigations into driver start-up pressure tube

expansion, and reservoir expansion led to a better understanding
of driver and gun performance. By eliminating many of the

unknowns in driver and reservoir operation, considerable savings

in the material costs of large-scale guns were made possible.

The basic gasdynamic cycle for launching rlender cones to

5.5 km/sec was developed during this period and improved tech-
niques for saboting the cones were successfully tested.

Much of the effort during this period was diverted to

investigating the premature decomposition of nitromethane in

an explosive driver environment. This problem was unanticipated

and ultimately required a large effort to overcome. Adiabatic
compression of trapped bubbles in the nitromethane was found

to be the mechanism of premature decomposition; pre-pressurization

of the driver explosive was proposed as a means of overcoming

the problem.
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Figure 4.11 Strain gauge respon3e for a slow decompositionI and for a detonation in the test chamber.
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Planning for a large gun to launch a 6-inch-base-diameter

cone experiment, ALPHA-I, was initiated during this period.

Based on the small-scale experiments, preliminary designs of

the driver, reservoir, projectile, and barrel were put forth

and suppliers of large-diameter tubing were sought.

A pre-proposal brief outlining the preliminary design and

costing of a large ballistic range facility was submitted during

the period. The range itself was to be 1500 feet long and was

to allow testirg and diagnosing of 6-inch-base-diameter cones

L in various atmospheres including simulated dust and rain

environments. A unique feature of this facility is a large

protective berm to isolate the gun and explosive from the

instrumented range. A brief discussion of this facility is

presented in Appendix B.

Before testing a large-scal> gun to launch a 6-inch-base-

diameter slender cone to reentry velocities, it remained to

test the solution of the explosive decomposition problem in a

large driver experiment. The detailed design of tho ALPHA-I gun,

the logistics of the experiment, and final small-scale testing

of the gun design were the principal tasks remaining.
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SECTION 5

DESIGN AND TESTING OF THE ALPHA-1 GUN
TO LAUNCH A 6-INCH-BASE-DIAMETER SLENDER CONE

This section describes (1) the large driver experiment to

verify that pre-pressurization of the driver explosive is a

solution to the problem of premature explosive decomposition;

(2) sriall-scale gun expetinients wh-ich establish the inal

configuration and method of construction of the ALPHA-I gun;

and (3) the design, construction, experimental logistics, and

firing of the ALPHA-I gun.

5.1 LARGE EXPLOSIVE DRIVER EXPERIMENT WITH PRE-PRESSURIZED
EXPLOSIVE

A large driver experiment was designed to test the effect

of pre-pressurizing the dziver explosive to 640 psi (43.5 atmo-

spheres) for suppressing premature decomposition of the

nitromethane. The driver design used in this experiment was

j based on the results of an analytical driver optimization study'

to minimize the weight of explosive while maintaining pressure

tube expansion within the acceptable limits (less than 30 per-

cent) and ensuring pzoper collapse characteristics. In the

analytical study, the Physics International one-dimensional

I POD code was used to calculate in cylindrical geometry the

expansion and collapse of the pressure tube (Figure 5.1). A
•: constant pressure correspondihg to the driver pressure is

applied to the inner surface of the pressure tube. The explo-

'K sive, described by its unreacted liquid equation-of-state,-is

Sj compressed by the expanding pressure tube urntil the appropriate
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Figure 5.1 Calculated expansion and collapse histories
for the inside of the pressure tube for the
ALPHA-1/2 driver.
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time, when it is "detonated" by changing its equation-of-state

to a reacted explosive products description. The pressure tube
is now forced to collapse by the high-pressure explosive
products. The expansion phase of the calculation is quite
accurate (Reference 3). The collapse phase of the calculation

is not quantitatively valid; however, the qualitative effect

of varying the parameters is valid with this technique.

Using this method the pressure tube dimensions of the
optimized driver used to test the pre-pressurized explosive

were an 8.50-inch OD and 8.0'1-inch ID. The overall length of
the driver was 33 feet, the initial helium gas pressure was
920 psi, and the driver contained 1275 pounds of nitromethdnt.

Before implementing the large driver experiment, a one-

quarter scale (2-inch-ID pressure tube) driver was tested tc,
determine the wave dynamics and behavior of the optimized driver

design. The results of this test are shown in the x-t plane

(Figure 5.2) and indicate near-ideal driver operation. The

shock trajectory was determined by piezoelectric pins, barium

titanate crystals, and capped snorting pins. The detonation
wave trajectory was determined by strain gauges, barium titanate

crystals, ionization pins, and a high-speed framing camera. As

seen in Figure 5.2, the strain gages, barium tit.nate crystals,
ane ionization pins sometimes repcrt the arrival of the detonation

wave earlier than expected. However, the unambiguous optical

records demonstrated that the behavior of the other diagnostics

that were exposed to the high-pressure environment could be

erroneous.
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Experiments on initiating pressurized nitromethane had
shown that the standard method of initiation would not work.
The pre-pressurized explosive was very insensitive and the
standard detonator and booster pellet arrangement had to be
replaced by a more effective method, shown schematically in
Figure 5.3. A solid bar is wrapped with a plastic explosive
(EL 506-C6) and the explosive, when detonated, drives a con-
vergent stress wave into the bar and forms a Mach disc. This
Mach disc is driven into the explosive and generates pressures
of hundreds of kilob.rs, sufficient to initiate the pre-pressurized
explosive. This technique was used in a series of preliminary
initiation experiments. It was also used to initiate the explo-
sive in the 2-inch-diameter driver described above.

The 8-inch-diameter driver was one-half the diameter but

approximately the same length as the driver anticipated for the
large-gun ALPHA-I experiment. The instrumentation used in this
experiment was not allowed to penetrate the outer steel tube in
order to avoid any interaction between the instrumentation and

the explosive. The inner surface of the explosive-containing
tube was sandblasted and the final surface finish was approximately

a 750 finish. Other than being cleaned, the outer surface of the
pressure tube was as delivered. During assembly at the test site,

a small layer of dust accumulated on the surfaces of the explosive
chamber. The roughness of the surfaces a., the accunmulated dust
in the explosive chamber could only contribute to the problem of
explosive decomposition by acting as locations to which for small
bubbles would adhere. However, pre-pressLrization of the explosive
as a solution to the decomposition problem is, within limits,

i *
First employed by Lou Zernow of Shock Hydrodynamics Company,
Sherman Oaks, California.
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independent of the number and size of bubbles and these surface

irregularities an,' contaminants were not considered harmful.

The shock trajectory was monitored by contact pins, strain

gauges, and barium titanate crystals mounted on the outside of
the driver. Since these diagnostics record the arrival of the
driver shock on the outside of the driver, they must be adjusted

by the communication time to give the position of the shock inside
the tube. Kistler pressure transducers and several other pressure-

sensing pins were used to sense the driver shock inside the outer

tube at the extended downstream end of the pressure tube, and

thus determined the actual communication (or transit) time.

The primary objective of this experiment was to determine

detonation trajectory, as any irregularity could indicate de-
composition of the explosive. Barium titanate crystals and

strain gauges were used for this purpose; however, three high-

speed framing cameras were employed as the principal method to

detect the detonation.

The nitromethane in the 6-kbar driver was pre-pressurized

to 43.5 atmospheres and initiated by five Mach disc generators

of the type shown in Figure 5.3. The driver appeared to operate

normally, as shown in Figure 5.4. Determination of the detona-
tion trajectory using the optical records was more difficult
than in the case of the 2-inch-diameter driver, although no
irregularities are apparent within the accuracy of the measure-

ments. When the results of the 2-inch- and 8-inch-diameter driver

As long as the bubbles are small enough that the heat flow

across the bubble-nitromethane boundary is laminar.
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experiments were non-dimensionalized with respect to tube
diameter and detonation velocity, the shock trajectories

collapsed into a single curve (Figure 5.5), demonstrating

the simularity of operation as well as the scalability of

the design.

The rates of expansio- of the outer surface of the tubes

containing the explosive were determined from the high-speed

framing camera record and compared with the values calculated

for this driver design ing the one-dimensional Lagrangian code

(POD) in cylindrical geometry. A comparison of the observed

and calculated expansion histories for two locations along the

driver are shown in Figure 5.6. The observed data, though

scattered because -f the resolution of the optical records, did

not exhibit any abnormal deviation from the calculated curve,

as might be expected if significant explosive decomposition

(energy release) were occurring.

Since the pre-pressurized driver explosive in the 8-inch-

diameter driver experiment was subjected to pressures of over

10 kbar for nearly 300 Psec with no discernable decomposition,
it was concluded that the 16-inch-diameter ALPHA-: driver would

not preinitiate if the explosive were pre-pressurized.

5.2 SMALL-SCALE GUN EXPERIMENTS OF ALPHA-I DESIGN

Physics International has previously acquired a 8.25-inch-

diameter surplus Naval gun barrel from Watervliet Arsenal in

Watervliet, New York. This barrel and the 10,000-pound-maximum

explosive weight limit at our Tracy Test Site limited the size

of the explosive driver to a 16-inch-diameter pressure tube.
Therefore, in order to use the Watervliet barrel in the ALPHA-I gun,
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G Optical data
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Figure 5.6 Calculated and ;bserved expansion of the
outside of the explosive-containing tube
(ALPHA-1/2).
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the pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio was fixed at 3.75. Several

small-scale guns were tested with this pressure tube-to-barrel

area ratio and in all cases the observed projectile velocities

were low, ranging from 4.3 to a high of 5.0 km/sec. The decision

to incorporate this barrel into the final ALPHA-I gun design was

delayed pending further investigation.

The pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio was isolated as the

cause of low performance in a comparison test in which all para-

meters were held constant except this critical ratio. The

standard gun had a pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio of 4.8 and

the projectile was launched to 5.5 km/sec. The gun with the 3.75

pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio was used to accelerate the

projectile to 5.0 km/sec. Both guns utilized the same driver

design and breech design, and both guns had A driver gas mass-to-

projectile mass ratio of 1.5.

The standard one-dimensional ballistic analysis of Seigel

(Reference 12) does not predict such a large velocity change

(5.5 to 5.0 km/sec) for the relatively small change (4.8 to 3.75)

in the pressure tube-to-barrel area ratio. The observed effect

in the case of this explosively-driven gun is probably due to

enhancement of the effect of reservoir expansion as the pressure

tube-to-barrel ratio is decreased.

It was also established during these experiments that use

of the optimized driver design tested in the 2-inch- and 8-inch-

diameter experiments on explosive decomposition resulted in

lower projectile velocities. It was speculated that the decrease

in performance was not due to the operation of the driver itself,

but rather to the termination process of the explosively formed

piston. The reduced thickness of explosive in the optimized
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driver design was not enough to collapse the taper section

(Figure 5.7) and properly close off the end of the reservoir.
The proper closing off of the reservoir is vital to the

successful operation of the gun as shown in References 3 and

13. Because of scheduling considerations, further experimenta-
tion with this driver design was discontinued and the standard

driver design using a large: quantity of explosive was accepted
I as the design used for the ALPHA-I experiment. As a result, the

gun modifications that would -a required to incorporate the

government-furnished barrel into the final design were judged

to be excessive. A cost study showed that it was less expensive

to fabricate a new barrel.

*01

a. Taper frcD the 8-inch- b. Taper from the 2-inch-
diameter driver showing diameter driver showing
incomplete closure. incomDlete closure.

Figure 5.7 Recovered taper sections from the 8-inch-diameter
ALPHA-I driver and the 2-inch-diameter driver
(Shot 538-2).
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At this point a small-scale gun experiment which incorporated

all the parameters of the proposed ALPHA-I gun, including the

saboted cone design and proposed method of assembly of the ALPHA-I
gun, was conducted. The main features of this gun design are

illustrated in Figure 5.8. The operation of the driver was normal;

however, the model that was launched badly fragmented. The experi-

ment was repeated with the same results.

A detailed examination of both experiments revealed the

probable cause of projectile failure. Prior to testing, the

barrel ahead of the projectile was evacuated and filled with

helium at 1 atmosphere in order to reduce the counter-pressure

during acceleration, thus increasing muzzle velocity by a few

percent. During evacuation of the barrel, it was possible that

the pieces of the sabot were drawn slightly apart under the

action of trapped gases. Thus, the projectile assenbly contained

small gaps which, when shocked loaded, resulted in model breakup

as these gaps were abruptly closed.

The gun experiment was repeated without evacuating the barrel

and flushing it with helium. 1this time the performance of the

gun was excellent, as shown in the x-t plane (Figure 5.9) and the

projectile was launched in good condition to 5.7 km/sec, as shown

in the range radiograph (Figure 5.10). This gun design was

accepted as the final design for the ALPHA-I experiment and the

practice of evacuating the barrel and flushing with helium was dis-

continued because of the possibility of opening gaps in the pro-

jectile prior to launch.
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a. Cone is 29 barrel diameters b. Cone is 58 barrel diameters
downstream of the muzzle. downstream of the muzzle.

Note: The cone is flying at 5.7 km/sec
into air at 1 amosphere.

Figure 5.10 Range radiograph of a 0.514-inch-base diameter,
small-scale replica of the ALPHA-I cone.

5.3 DESIGN OF THE ALPHA-I GUN

The final design of the ALPHA-I gun was based on the small-

scale gun experiment described above. The methods of construction

of the ALPHA-I gun, the gun used in the final small-scale experi-
ment, and the guns used in most of the previous small-scale

development tests were slightly different, these differences are
shown schematically in Figure 5.8. Apart from these constractional
differences, the important physical parameters controlling gun

performance were the same. Table 5.1 summarizes the dimensions

of the principal ALPHA-I components. The dimensions of ther iALPHA-I gun were 11.68 times larger than the corresponding
dimentions of the small-scale guns.

--
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The following is a summary discussion of the ALPHA-I gun

design. The driver parameters such as charge-to-mass ratio,

initial gas pressure, and outer tube thickness were chosen from

a driver design that had been employed in a large number of

small-scale tests. The length of the shocked gas column (6.5

pressure tube diameters) and the pressure developed (6.5 kbar)

by this driver design were sufficient to accelerate slender

cones to the required velocity of 5.5 km/sec. The design of

the taper section, which gradually terminates the explosive to

prevent shearing of the pressure tube, was satisfactory for

closing off the end of the reservoir. This is a vital character-

istic in the successful operation of the gun. The explosive

weight used in the 16-inch-diameter driver was 9200 pounds;

this is within the maximum weight limit of 10,000 pounds imposed

on the Physics International Tracy Test Site. The explosive-

containing tube was a massive thick walled tube (40-inch OD x

30.65-inch ID) designed to limit the expansion of the pressure

tube to less than 30 percent (Figure 5.11) to make efficient

use of the explosive, and to hold the pre-pressurized nitro-

methane at 640 psi. The pressure tube (17.5-inch OD x 16-inch ID)

was pressurized to 935 psi with helium and the total mass of

gas was approximately 18,000 grams. When detonated, the nitro-

methane collapses the pressure tube at approximately 6.7 km/sec

and generates approximately a 6.5-kbar shock in a 260-cm-long

column of helium.

The reservoir section of the ALPHA-I gun was made from a

surplus Naval gun breech section with a 46-inch OD by 16-inch ID.

The thickness of the steel reservoir walls was sufficient to

contain the high reservoir pressures (up to 40 kbar) generated

when the 6.5-kbar driver shock reflects at the entrance to the

nozzle section and the base of the projectile. Upon shock reflec-
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Figuze 5.11 Calculated expansion and collapse histories
of the pressure tube and presusre history in
the center of the explosive for the ALPHA-i[ driver.
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tion the reservoir walls begin to expand; however, the inertia

of the walls keeps the reservoir pressure from decaying too

quickly during the acceleration of the projectile.

The final nozzle section design allows the projectile to be

located two body diameters downstream of the nozzle inlet or

chambrage plane. The nozzle entrance is radiused to improve

the flow characteristics. This design was evolved from a series

of small-scale experiments and results in the best combination

of projectile integrity and velocity.

The new barrel had a bore diameter of 7.3 inches and the

pressure tube-to-barrel area ra:-io, which was found to be a

sensitive parameter, was kept at 4.8, as in all the successful

small-scale experiments. If the large government-furnished

barrel (C.25-inch bo::e) were used and the pressure tube-to-

varrel area ratio of 4.8 maintained, the explosive driver

would require 11,800 pounds of explosive; this would have aeen

an unacceptable weight for the Tracy Test Site. In addit±on,

the cost of the gun would have been increased considerably as

a new and larger reservoir section would have been required.

The barrel used in the ALPHA-I gun was 28 feet long; this length

was chosen to allow the projectile to exit from the muzzle with

essentially zero base pressure.

The projectile itself (Figure 5.12) was 12-inches long and

weighed 11,400 grams. Thus, the driver gas-to-projectile mass

ratio was 1.58. The cone and three sabot pieces were all made

of a lithium-magnesium alloy, LAI41A, with a density of 1.38

g/cm . The cone itself was 10.73 inches long with a base diameter
of 6-inches and an included angle of 31 degrees. As shown in

Figure 5.12, the cone was hollowed to improve its stability in

free flight.
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12 inches

6 inches 73ice

IFigure 5.12 The ALPHA-I projectile.
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5.4 CONSTRUCTION AND ASSEMBLY OF THE ALPHA-I GUN

In scaling the design of the successful small-scale gun,

considerable care was excerised in maintaining all important

dimensions and methods of assembly. The process of procuring

very large tubing for the barrel, reservoir, and driver com-

ponents presented many problems.

An engineering study of the ALPHA-I design showed that the

most cost-effective method of fielding this experiment without

significant delays was to fabricate the reservoir section from

a 14-foot-long section of a readily available surplus 16-inch

Naval gun. The 46-inch OD bý 16-inch ID laminated (five lamina

tions) section met the scaling requirements exactly.

The pressure tube, explosive-containing tube, and barrel

were all specially made from certrifugally cast low-strength

alloy (ASTM-A27) steel by ACIPCO Steel Products of Birmingham,

Alabama. Because of the limitations of their equipment, the

barrel was constructed in a laminated fashion (Figure 5.13) with

one full-penetration circumferential weld. The pressure tube

and explosive-containing tube were not laminated, but also

required several full-penetration circumferential welds. The

design and location of these welds are illustrated in Figure 5.13.

The weld material used was chosen to duplicate the strength and

ductility of the parent material within 10 percent and was the

same type of low-strength alloy steel. One of the welds in the

pressure tube was located at a critical position where the

pressure tube would expand 14 percent before the arrival of the
detonation wave. The positioning of this weld was inevitable[ and required a small-scale experiment to determine if it affected
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Weld Weld Weld 40-inch OD 30.65
. I I i inch ID

F explosive contain-
ji ing tube

Critical Weld
Weld weld Weld

Wd 17.5-inch OD x
16.0 inch TD
pressure tube

Weld
_•T�_ 16.0-inch OD x 7.3-

inch ID barrel

Lamination plane
at 12.0-inch diameter7 degrees

17.5- Pressure tube
inch weld construction
diameter f,

16.0- I I
inch 5/
diameter"

Figure 5.13 Full penetration circumferential grove welds used
in the construction of the ALPHA-I gun.
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performance. A small-scale driver was constructed and full-

penetration circumferential welds were located at positions where

7-, 14-, and 19-percent expansion were anticipated. The explo-

sive-containing tube was made from clear plastic, thus enabling

the pressure tube to be viewed by a high-speed framing camera

which would detect any tube rupture. In addition, the driver

was made very long so that any perturbations caused by rupturing

could be observed as a variation in the shock or detonation

trajectories near the end of the driver.

This experiment was successful and demonstrated that the

wells did not rupture even at pressure tube expansions of nearly

20 percent. The observed performance of this driver is shown

in the x-t plane (Figure 5.14). Because the quality of welds

used in this experiment was inferior to the quality of welds

used in the ALPHA-I gun, it was concluded that successful opera-

tion of the large gun would not be jeopardized by the use of

welds in the pressure tube. After manufacture the welds in the

pressure tube were radiographed and found to be void free and

virtually indistinguishable from the parent material.

The choice ef tolerances specified for all manufactured

parts was dictated by assembly req',irements; all tolerances:

were well within those establishrd in the small-scale experi-

ments fcr successful operation of the gun. The surface finishes

specified for the manufactured parLs varied from a rough

machined surface fer all outside parts to a 125 finish for the

barrel bore explosive-containing tube ID, and pressure tube OD

and ID. These finishes were more than adequate, 'urpassing the

number specified (see Table 5.1).
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The manufactured parts wzrc all individually shipped to the

Physics International Tracy Test Si.te. The parts were cleaned

and assembled at the site in the following manner. The reservoir

section was placed on a reinforced concrete pad (Figure 5.15).
The pressure tube was inserted into the explosive-containing tube

to form the driver (Figure 5.16) and the driver was coupled to

the reservoir. 7he detonator plate with the five Mach disc

generators was then installed (Figure 5.17). The projectile was
placed in the barrel (Figure 5. L8), the nozzle was threaded onto

the barrel, and the barrel assembly was inserted into the

reservoir to complete the assembly of the gun (Figure 5.19).
The heavy pieces were handled by means of a 70-ton crane (Figure

5.19) and adjustable stands with roller bearings.

Note: This piece was machined from
E a 16-inch surplus Naval gun

breech.

t.A Figure 5.15 The ALPHA-I reservoir section.
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Figure 5.16 Assembly of the ALPKA-I explosive
driver.

rFigure 5.'17 Installation of the AIAPHA-I
detonator lilate.
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Figure 5.18 Installati-on of the ALPHA-I projectile.

Figure 5.19 The ALPHA-I gun showing constructiona of the arch

over the gun.
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Although no special precautions were taken to ensure clean-

liness oi the explosive chamber, the amount of dust .ccumulated

in the chamber wa- considerably less than in the large driver

used to test the solution of the preinitiation problem.

5.5 '"GISTICS OF THE ALPHA-I EXPERIMENT

A major part of the effort in the ALPHA-I experiment was

devoted to covering the gun with a steel arch and burying the

structure with sand. This was done to decouple ;he blast of

the 9200 pounds of explosive from the atmosphere and to stop

the shrapnel from the 86-ton steel gun as it blew up. Based

on a study of blast wave focusing under various atmospheric

conditions (Reference 7), a sand cover of 21 feet would permit

the gun containing 9200 pounds of nitromethane to be fired on

a day which would permit a maximum 500 pounds explosion; that

is, the covering would provide an attenuation factor of about

20. This estimate is conservative since the above study is

based on a detonation of a spherical charge; in the gun, the

explosive geometry is a long cylinder and the explosive does

not detonate simultaneously.

Considering the ratio of areal densities (thickness x

density) of the explosive-containing tube (which forms the

major portion of shrapnel) and the sand covering, the velocity

of the shrapnel would bo cut down by an enormous fraction.

With a minimum of 21 feet of sand to penetrate, the shrapnel,

which starts off at nearly 2 km/sec, would have a residual

x,,locity of only a few feet per second.
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After the ALPHA-I gun was assembled, the arch was constructed

over the gun (Figure 5.20) and was then buried under a minimum of

21 feet of river bottom sand. Concurrent with construction of

the arch, the gun was pressure tested to ensure no pressurized
helium or nitromethane would leak.

The driver instrulmentation that was installed consisted of

piezoelectric pins to record the early detonation trajectory,

barium titanate crystals to record the shock and detonation

trajectory, and two sets of capped shorting pins to measure

the expansion rate of the outer tube. Since it was too costly

to provide optical coverage of the driver, these capped shorting

pins were used to monitor the expansion of the outer tube and

detect any anomalies arising if the explosive began to decom-

pose prematurely.

Five X-ray stations were sEt up as the primary means of

determining projectile velocity and condition. Each of the

five X-rays was triggered by a 0.010-inch-thick foil range

switch (Figure 5.21). Backup coverage of the range was pro-

vided by two hycam framing cameras located on the hillside

overlooking the range and a streaking camera located in the

control bunker. An inexpensive "failsafe" velocity measuring

system using explosives was installed. This system would

give the projectile velocity in the event of a complete

electronic failure. A camera located on a hill upstream of

the gun was used to give an overall picture of the explosion.

The layout of the range instrumentation is shown in Figure 5.22.
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The firing of the shot was conducted from an underground

bunkpr 350 feet from the gun. Prior to the shot, the nitro-

methane was stored in the gun and the site was maintained on

a readv status until proper weather conditions were obtained.

Standard safety procedures were in force during all gas pres-

surization and explosive-loading operations.
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SECTION 6

RESULTS OF THE ALPHA-! EXPERIMENT

Notification by weather report was received from the

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at 11:30 PST, November 20, 1969,

that the atmospheric conditions were appropriate for firing

the partially buried 9200 pounds of nitro-met-hane explosive.

Prefiring operations, which included filling the gun with

helium and pre-pressurizing the driver explosive, proceeded

smoothly and the gun was fired four hours later at 15:50 PST.

The postfiring condition of the area is shown in Figure 6.1.

_.- "

Figure 6.1 Crater formed by the ALPHA-I experiment.
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Analysis of the driver data indicated that the operation of

the driver was normal. As illustrated in the x-t plane (Figure

6.2), the detonation wave and shock wave velocities were 6.7 km/

sec and 8.9 km/sec, respectively, and showed no abnormality. A

recovered portion of the pressure tube (Figure 6.3) exhibited

excellent collapse characteristics. This piece, which formed the

first 20 feet of the driver, verified that the operation of the

NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 6.3 Recovered portion of the collapsed ALPHA-I
pressure tube.

driver was as planned. As observed in the small-scale experiments,

the remaining length of the pressure tube is always fragmented

and not recoverable for inspection. A comparison of the large-

scale and corresponding small-scale drivers in the dimensionless

x-t plane reveals that the driver design is scalable and that the

shock trajectory is nearly that expected based on ideal driver

theory (Figure 6.4), Measurements of the rate of expansion of
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the explosive-containing tube near the end of the driver showed

approximately the expected expansion rate, and it is concluded

that there was no ususual energy release during the period of

pressure tube expansion such as would be expected if there were

premature decomposition of the explosive. Base' on the observed

data, it was concluded that the performance of the explosive

driver was normal and there was no evidence of premature

decomposition of the explosive.

Three range radiographs (Figures 6.5 and 6.6) and two high-

Note: The cone is flying at 3.1 km/sec
into air at 1 atmosphere and is
23 barrel diameters downstream
of the muzzle.

Figure 6.5 Range radiograph of the tip of the 6-inch-base-
diameter ALPHA-I cone.
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a. The cone is 39 barrel diameters
downstream of the muzzle.

.3,

b. The c'r is 55 barrel dmameters
dcwnstream of the muzzle.

Note: The cone is flying at 3.1 km/sec
into air at 1 atmosphere.

Figure 6.6 Range radiographs of the ALPHA-I cone.
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speed camera records show that the projectile was launched in

good condition to 3.2 km/sec. It should be noted that the

p):-jectile was subjected to the anticipated peak base pressure

of niearly 40 kbar and the tip of the cone ap;eared to be in good
condition (Figure 6.5). The sabot pieces separated as expected

(Figure 6.5) on the ba5is of small-scale data. The X-ray down--

stream of the sabot stripper did not show the projectile,

indicating that the cone was off course and collided with the

stripper assembly. Since the cone was on course for the first

X-ray, it is assumed that aerodynamic forces (the range atmosphere

was air at 1 atmosphere) caused the deviation.

The anticipated proiectile velocity of r.5 km/sec was not

achieved and .he observed low projectile velocity (3.2 km/sec)
was attributed to a brittle fracturing of the reservoir section in

the early phase of the launch cycle. As described in Reference
3, the inside diameter of the reservoir expands over 50 percent

during the acceleration of the projectile and it is Vital to the

successful operaticrr of the gun that the inside surface of the
reservoir not crack Iuring the early part of the launch cycle.

High-speed framing camera records show that the outside of

small-scale gun reservoirs expand over 100 percent before rupture
occurs. From this and other studies it was concluded that the
inside surface -f the small-scale reservoir sections remains

intact until well over 30 percent expansion.

The reservoir sectio,- of the ALPHA-I gun was made from a

__14-foot length of surplus 16-inch Naval gun with a 46-inch OD and
a 16-inch ID. Th• ection was laminated with five laminations

(Figure 5.*8' made of a medium-alloy steel (approximately a 4630

alloy according to analysis). The outer lamination was analyzed

and found -o have a yield point of 104,000 psi, a tensile strength
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of 113,000 nsi, and an elongation of 39-1/2 percent. It is
possible that the inner (and most critical) lamination was
particularly brittle because the piece had undergone numerous
firings as a Naval gun. The inside surface yield point was
Pestimated at 130,000- psi. The other ALPIHA-I components were
made from a low-alloy steel ASTM-A27 with i yield point of
40,000 psi, a tensile strength of ,'5,000 psi, and an elongation
of 26.4 percent. The small-scale guns were constructed from 1015

-steel, a similar low-alloy steel.

It is postulated that the inner laminations ruptured during
the early phase of the launch cycle, thereby increasing the
volune occupied !by the hot reservoir gas and -'ausing the reservoir

-pressure and soutid speed to decrease more rapidly than programmed.
Rupture occurring at 20- or 30-percent `,nner surface expansion is
quite conceivable and would seriously degrade the performance of
the gun. Examination of the remaining portion of the reservoir
section (Figure 6.7) supports the hypothesis that the reservoir
steel fractured early and did not expand properly. The upstream
end, rather than having a substantial flare as exhibited in all
the small-scale tests, is only slightly flared. Other causes of
the low Performance besides brittle fracture of the reservoir
were considered but seem uriike1". The termination process of the
explosive is a critical fact:or in the operation of the gun. The
taper section (Figure 5.8) is supposed to collapse and seal off
the reservoir section. Tne taper sections of the small-scale
guns collapse perfectly (Figure 6.8) and remain closed. Since the
ALPHA-I gun was scaled precisely, it is assumed that the taper
section also collapsed properly. This was verified by a recovered
portion of the ALPHA-I taper section (Figure 6.9) that indicates
closure. It shoul3 be noted that in some of the small-scale tests
the taper sections also fragment, but fragmentation probably
occurs on a much longer time scale than the acceleration of the

i•ro0ectile.
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Figure 6.7 Recovered reservoir section of the ALPHA-I gun-.
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a. Before experiment

b. After experiment

Fipaire 6.8 Taper section from the small-scale replica
of the ALPHA-I gun (Shot 538-11)
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Figure 6.9 A recovered portion of the ALPHA-I taper section
showing poper collapse.

Of special importance was the effect from the airbiast and

shrapnel which was smaller than expected. The gun was covered

by a steel arch buried under a minimum of 21 feet of sand, thus

the 9200 pounds of nitromethane and 86 tons of steel were

decoupled from the ground and isolated from the atomosphere.
The airblast generated by the shot was not felt by Control Point

observers located 6000 feet from ground zero. Personnel in the

bunker, only 350 feet from the shot, heard and felt only a dull

rumble. Recovered shrapnel was confined to a radius of less than
300 feet from the shot. Observers at the neighboring Lawrence

Radiation Laboratory test site concluded that subsequent 10,000
pxound explosive experiments could be conducted under much less

favorable atmospheric conditions than originally anticipated by
using this same method of containment.
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06. SUMMARY

The ALPHA-I experiment culminated the effort to accelerate

large reentry shapes to reentry velocities. A 6-inch base-dia-

meter slender cone was launched in good condition to 3.2 km/sec.

The failure of the gun to accelerate the model to 5.5 km/sec as

programmed has been attributed to premature fracturing of the

expanding reservoir section. The reservoir section, which was

constructed from a surplus 16-inch Naval gun for cost-scheduling

reasons, was made from a fairly nigh strength steel when the most

desirable property of the steel was high ductility. In future

gun experiments, the reservoir section should be made from

ductile low-alloy steel or lead. Both materials have been

successful in small-scale experiments.

All other aspects of the ALPHA-I experiment were quite

successful. The problems of projectile integrity and premature

exnlosive decomposit-on appear to be solved. The base ot the

projectile was subjected to the anticipated peak pressure of

nearly 40 kbar and the cone was launched in good condition.

There was no cbserved effect of explosive decomposition for the

maximum driver test time "f over 390 Psec, confirming the results

of an earlier large-scale driver experiment. The scalability of

the ALPHA-I driver design was established over the range of

pressure tube diameters from 1.37 to 16 inches.

The method of decoupling and burying the shot -'as very

encouraging. The airblast and shrapnel problems associated with

the detonation of 9200 pounds of nitromethane were much less

than anticipated. The countdown and firing operations proceeded

%-"y smoothly, and the elaspsed time between permission to fire

imd firing was only f ur hours.
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The method of constructing the ALPHA-I gun including the

use of full-penetration circumferential welds was developed in

small-scale tests and appeared to be successful in the ALPHA-I
experiment. Assembly of the full-scale gun was straightforward.
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SECTION 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary purpose of these studies was to develop the ex-

plosive gun to launch large saboted models to reentry velocities.

A secondary objective was to accelerate small projectiles to the

highest possible velocity. Tc date, 2-gram projectiles have been
accelerated to over 12 km/sec, and saboted models up to 4.5 inch

diameter have been launched successfully to reentry velccities.
Attempts to accelerate 6-inch-diameter and 7.3-inch-diameter
models have not been completely successful.

A major portion of the research and development described

in this report has been devoted to the explosive driver. The
scalable operation of the explosive driver has been demonstrated

over a range of pressure-tube diameters from 1/4 inch to 16 inches

and with a variety of pressure-tube materials, driver gases and

explosives. The precise operation of the explosive driver has

been used to provide a controlled gasdynamic cycle for hyper-

velocity guns. The reproducibility, range accuracy, and the

scalability of these guns have been well demonstrated.

During this program, the understanding of projectile-breakup

mechanisms has been advanced by the use of sophisticated computer
techniques. In the early development of the explosive gun, Lexan

and polyethylene cylinders were fragmented or badly distorted
during launch. Now, with a better understanding of projectile-

"failure mechanisms, saboted cones and spheres made from a light-

weight lithium-magnesium allcy are launched intact with minimal
dis tor tion.
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In addition to solving the projectile-integrity problem,

several complex physical and physico-chemical phenomena associated

P w.Lth explosive drivers and guns have been quantitatively evalua-

ted. The start-up process, or formation of the explosively formed

piston of the driver, has been investigated. The formation of a

jet by the collapsing pressure tube, the growth and interaction

of the gaseous boundary layer with the collapse process, expansion

of the driver pressure tube, and pre-initiation of the driver ex-

Splosive have all bee- studied analytically and experimentally.

As a result of these studies, the design of the explosive driver

has been considerably advanced. The phenomena associated with a

hiqh-performance explosive gun, such as reservoir expansion and

the detailed gasdynamics of the breech area, have also been

thoroughly investigated. The only definite nonscalable phenomenon

in this program was the premature initiation of the driver ex-

plosive in large-scale drivers. The severity of this phenomenon,

however, has been significantly reduced by prepressurizing the

driver explosive and is no longer considered a problem.

The launch cycle of the explosive gun has been specifically

developed to launch a 6-inch-base-diameter, narrow-angle cone

made of lithiun-magnesium. Models having the same geometry,

but with a density greater than lithium-magnesium (p = 1.38),

would be launched to a lower velocity. Because the growlth of

a boundary' layer limits the length of shocked gas that can

be attained, higher-density projectiles of the same geometry would

require larger-diameter drivers or higher pressures to overcome

the length limitation. Driver and reservoir expansion, pre-

initiation of the driver explosive, and projectile integrity are

all problems that are made more difficult by higher pressures.
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The experiment to field the ALPHA-I gun did demonstrate
that assembling and firing large explosive guns is not difficult.
The use of a steel arch and a reasonable amount of sand cover all
but eliminates the overpressure and shrapnel hazards.

At this point, further development of the reentry gun should
begin with a small-scale failure test to verify the mechanism of

low performance of the ALPHA-I gun. This failure test should
incorporate a high-strength, low-ductility, laminated reservoir
such as used for the ALPHA--I gun. If this test verifies the

suspected mechanism of low performance, future large guns similar
to ALPHA-I should use lead or low-strength, high-ductility stee).
in the construction of the reservoir section. This would increase
the costs of the large gun by 15 to 20 percent, but would ensure
successful operation.

In addition, a program of small-scale tests Lhould be con-
ducted to evaluate the launching of slender cones with ablative

coatings. These composite models could be X-rayed in flight with
existing high-resolution techniques to determine if the ablative
coatings survived the launch cydle of the explosive gun.

If these small-scale tests prove successful, a second large-
gun experiment similar to AT.PIA-I should be conducted. The ex-
plosive reentry gun concept woujd theui have reached a sufficient

state of development to be utsed on z range facility for testing

realist 6-inch-dimeter slender cones in various reentry en-

1vironments
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APPENDIX A

A TWO-STAGE EXPLOSIVELY-DRIVEN GUN TO LAUNCH
SMALL PROJECTILES TO VERY HIGH VELOCIT-IES
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A small portion of the contract effort was used to support

* investigations of a two-stage-gun concept for accelerating small

(0.17- to 2-gram) projectiles to very high velocities. The
operation 6f the two-stage gun is illustrated schematically

In -igure A.!. As shown in the illustration, the first stage

consists of a standard linear gun of the type used in the

ALPHA-I experiment. The second stage is formed by an explosive

lens which collapses the barrel behind the accelerating projectile.

The explosive lens, which is designed to phase the velocity of a

detonating explosive, can be programmed to provide a piston

that accelerate34 in such a manner as to keep a constant base

pressure on the projectile.

-Since the operation of the two-stage gun depends critically

upon the gas conditions generated by the first stage, the initial

studies were directed toward accurately calculating the performance

of the first-stage gun (Figure A.2). Concurrently, an experimental

program to develop the explosive lens resulted in a successful

demonstration of its operation (Figure A.3).

-The initial two-stage-gun experiments were only moderately

successful- The 0.17-gram projectiles were launched to over

12 km/sec but were broken during the second-stage gasdynamic

cycle (Fi-gure A.4). The breakup of the projectile was attributed

to improper matching of the first and second stages, and a new

first-stage design was required to overcome this difficulty. A

2' detailed discussion of this part of the program is found in

. 1References 1 and 2.

When the two-stage-gun experiments were resumed, the first

stage was redesianed and the mass- of tha projie.$ti 1e wa:
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"Slow" explosive

component of-lens

Nit ror'ethlane "Fast" explosive
Helium component of lens

Projectile--,k

Det ona tor7 99&34;

First-stage tdmped Second-stage
linear explosive driver explosive lens

a. Initial configuration

etonation wave

hock

Singly shocked
helium

Constant velicity
virtual piston

b. First-stage linear-driver operation -

I Reflected shock and
detonation about to meet/

/ Phased detonation
High enthalpy reservoir wave

c. Second-stage initiated: projectile
I and driver gas being injected into
i explosive lens

Accelerating
virtual pistonjd. Explosive lens accelerates projectile to final velocity

Figure A. 2 Operation of a two-stage explosively driven launcher.
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ipressure tube

t = 1psec

t zO 20psec

Bridgewire for
determining timing

t =4U Ilsec

Note: Zero time taken
as the arrival
time of the Phased
detonation wave

t 60 pisec at the lens axis,
or the location of
the pressure tube.

t 80 psec

Figure A.3 Higl-speeý.. framing camera record showing
the operation ~f an explosive lens.
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~ Projectile

Weight: 04 7 gram
Diameter! 0.66 cm
Length: 0. 36 cm

-'pProjectile is 60 cm
~ -downstream of the

muzzle and is flying
in air at 1 atmosphere.

Figure A.4 Range radiograph of a 0.17-gram lithium~-
magnesiumn projectile in free flight at
1212 km/sec.
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increased to 2 grams. The performance of the first-stage gun

was limited by expansion of the reservoir and a new method was

developed to overcome this limitation. Explosives were placed

around the reservoir and, in addition to preventing reservoir

expansion, they were used to collapse the reservoir and pump

additional gas into the barrel behind the accelerating pro-

jectile. The action of this auxiliary pump cycle is illustrated

in Figure A.5. When added to the new first stage, this auxiliary

pump cycle resulted in an increase in projectile velocity from

S km/sec to 10.2 km/sec.

k method for calculating the performance of the gun, even

with an expanding or collapsing reservoir wall, was developed.

This method is described fully in Reference 13. Several two-

stage experiments were carried out using the results of these

calculations and the successful first-stage gun with auxiliary

pump cycie. The 2-gram projectiles were accelerated to over

12 km/sec (Figure A.6) and were launched in good condition

(Figure A.7).

Several second-stage gasdynamic cycles were tested, but

further increase in projectile velocity was negligible. It was

postulated that the formation of the second-stage piston was

being hindered by the unsteady, turbulent boundary layer develop-

ed behind the projectile. An experimental program will be

necessary to optimize the second-stage parameters, to minimize

thc detrimental effect of this boundary layer on the second-stage

pi-ton. If this limitation can be overcome, then higher velocities,

possibly up to 20 km/sec, will be achieved. A detailed dis-
cuzlinn of this program is given in Reference 13.
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j igure A.5 Schematic' operation of auxiliary pump cycle for
two-stage gun.
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Direction of flight

1.27 cm

Model is 87.5 body diameters downstream of the muzzle.
(Range atmnosphere is helium at 1 atmosphere.)

Figdre A.7 Range radiograph of a 2-gram, ½-caliber-long
Projectile launched to 12.0 km/sec by a two-stage gun (Shdt 397-11).
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APPENDIX B

PROPOSED HYPERVELOCITY RANGE FACILITY
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A conceptual design has been proposed for a hypervelocity

range facility for large, explosively-driven launchers similar

to the ALPHA-I gun. Such a range facility will allow testing

of 6-inch base-diameter cones with ablative heat shields over

a free-flight distance of 1500 feet. Problems with material

properties associated with the aerodynamics of ablating cones and

the response of ablating models to dust and rain threats could be

carried out. Microwave interaction problems, such as decoy

simulation of reentry vehicles ana jaituning techniques, could be

studied with the addition of sophisticated instrumentation.

Detection and discrimination experiments could be conducted to

investigate radiation signatures of reentry vehicles. It is

envisioned that agencies interested in particular experiments

would instrument and check out sections of the range tank at

their plant and then move them into place in the range facility

in accordance with a predetermined firing schedule fur testing.

A prerequisite of range operation is that the gun and its

9200 pounds of explosive be entirely decoupled from the range

housing. That is, the range housing must be protected from thi

airblast, ground shocks, and shrapnel hazards. A massive,

reinforced-concrete berm was designed to isolate the range from

the explosive blast and directed shrapnel. The berm design

(Figure B.1) could protect the range from the explosion even if

the gun were uncovered. The shrapnel hazard from pieces lobbed

over the berm is eliminated by burying the entire range housing

(Figure B.2). The gun barrel is held rigidly in place, although

it is free to move a small distance axially at a slidiig joint

to minimize shock transmission into the range. Furthermore, all

the range sections are effectively decoupled from each other by

flexible rubber couplings commonly used in other range facilities.

0
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range plot plan and elevation.
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--The proposed preflight chamber, consisting of that part of

the range from the berm to the end of the sabot stripping tank,

I is shown in Figure B.1. The purpose of this section is to

determine launch .onditions, strip the sabot, and absorb muzzle

gases and debris. The preflight chamber will consist of 30-foot-

long by 8-foot-diameter tankb -hat are decoupled from one another

and are easily interchangeable. The position of the sabot
I stripping tank, which determines the length of the preflight

chamber, is variable (150, 240, or 300 feet from the muzzle).

I! The trajectory, attitude, and velocity of the projectile,

the condition of the projectile and its ablative coating, and the

sabot behavior are all monitored in this section. The preflight

chmaber may be operated at a different pressure than the flight

chamber to give an aerodynamic assist to sabot stripping. The

- sabot pieces will be terminated in a bumper-impact section that

will be able to absorb an impact of 30 pounds at 20,000 feet/

second.

Following the preflight chamber, the flight chamber extends

another 1200 to 1350 feet long, depending on the position of the

sabot tank. It will be used primarily for evaluating the condi-

tion of the projectile and its ablative coating after sabot

stripping and removal of the n.uzzle gases and debris from the

wake. The flight chamber will consist of 30-foot-long by 12-foot-

diameter tanks that will be decoupled from each other and will be
interchangeable. The instrumentation in this section will allow

detailed evaluation of the ablator condition and some wake measure-

ments. In addition, dust and rain threat experiments may be

carried out. The projectile will be terminated in an impact tank

designed to absorb the load and prevent ejecta from contaminating

the flight chamber.
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Initially, state-of-the-art instrumentacion will be used

in the prefligh and flight chambers. The diagnostic stations

have been chosen to provide the maximum amount of information for

the least cost and to permit a wide range of optical and X-ray

techniques to be evaluated.

In the preflight chamber there will be two orthogonal

80-kV X-ray stations and two simple orthogonal shadowgraph stations.

At each shadowgraph station there will be provision for direct

reflection photography. These stations will be used primarily for

determining projectile trajectory, attitude, and velocity. With

coherent nanosecond light sources, high-resolution evaluation of

the ablator condition is possible. An orthogonal 600-kV X-ray

station will be included in the preflight chamber for analysis of

the interior of the projectile for possible cracks formed during

launch. In the flight chamber therp will be four orthogonal 80-kV

X-ray stations and fourteen simple orthogonal shadowgraph stations

(including direct reflecting photography). There will also be two

high-quality, double-pass shadowgraph or schlieren stations with a

24-inch field of view for flow-field visualization.

A large control room (Figure B.2) will be located 500 feet

Sfrom the muzzle and will be centrally located along the length

"of the range. This room will contain firing, range control, and

data recording functions. A completely interlocked system will

integrate the firing, range control, and data acquisition pro-

c Jures. Six small rooms are provided along the range to protect

personnel who wish to make last-minute adjustments on their

instruments.

A more detailed discussion of the design of the range

facility can be found in References 3 and 14.
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lithium-m~agnesium models up ý;o 4.5-inch diameter
-have leýen lau'nched successfully to 4.8 km~/sec. At-
tempts to accelerate 6-inch-diameter anid 7.3-inch-
diameter models ha'4e not been completely successful.
A new velocity-mass record was achi.eved by accelera-
ting a 2-gram cylindrical projectile to 12.2 km/sec.
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